Simulation Model for Blockchain Systems Using Queuing Theory
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Abstract: In recent years, blockchains have obtained so much attention from researchers, engineers, and institutions; and the implementation of blockchains has started to revive a large number of applications ranging from e-finance, e-healthcare, smart home, Internet of Things, social security, logistics and so forth. In the literature on blockchains, it is found that most articles focused on their engineering implementation, while little attention has been devoted to the exploration of theoretical aspects of the system; however, the existing work is limited to model the mining process only. In this paper, a queuing theory-based model is proposed for understanding the working and theoretical aspects of the blockchain. We validate our proposed model using the actual statistics of two popular cryptocurrencies, Bitcoin and Ethereum, by running simulations for two months of transactions. The obtained performance measures parameters such as the Number of Transactions per block, Mining Time of Each Block, System Throughput, Memorypool count, Waiting Time in Memorypool, Number of Unconfirmed Transactions in the Whole System, Total Number of Transactions, and Number of Generated Blocks; these values are compared with actual statistics. It was found that the results gained from our proposed model are in good agreement with actual statistics. Although the simulation in this paper presents the modeling of blockchain-based cryptocurrencies only, the proposed model can be used to represent a wide range of blockchain-based systems.
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1. Introduction

In 2008, an unknown person or a group with the pseudonym ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ introduced a revolutionary concept of Peer-to-Peer (P2P) electronic cash systems and named it ‘Bitcoin’ (a digital currency). This P2P digital currency system was meant to discourage third party involvement for financial transactions between unknowns in a trusted and verifiable way [1]. In January 2009, the same group or person made the software available as an open source code and launched the first digital currency in history [2]. The underlying technology of Bitcoin is the blockchain, which provides a consistent and immutable ordered list of transaction blocks chained together, with all the peers in P2P network maintaining their own copy of the blockchain, known as the distributed ledger. The core protocol of the Bitcoin currency is consensus, which requires all the peers in network to agree upon every single entry of a block in the distributed ledger [1,3].

Recently, blockchains have received tremendous attention from several researchers. The emergence of blockchain technology in the form of digital currencies has influenced many other
fields such as e-healthcare, e-finance, real estate, e-voting, supply chains, Smart homes, Smart cities, Smart Industries, the Internet of Things, and so forth [3–6]. The popularity of blockchains is natural, as they have the potential to provide desirable features by replacing centralized communication architectures. But the problem with Bitcoin is that it requires a time-consuming processes to achieve the security and integrity of the system; and Bitcoin mining is considered a severely time and resource consuming procedure [7,8].

There have been several attempts to reduce the required time and increase productivity by modifying the characteristics of the underlying algorithms. New cryptocurrencies similar to Bitcoin are termed as alt-coins; currently, Ethereum, BitShares, Dash, DogeCoin, Litecoin, PeerCoin, and Ripple are the best-known currencies to have been inspired by Bitcoin [9–15]. Today, there are 2116 cryptocurrencies [16], and the majority of them are crafted on the same blockchain distributed technology, albeit with a modified set of principles and improved characteristics [15].

As most of applications implement a blockchain, the analytical modeling and simulation of blockchain systems are essential for performance evaluations and behavior observations. Unfortunately, fewer efforts have been dedicated to simulation modeling of blockchains [17]; papers in literature are very few, and almost all of them only the analytical modeling of Bitcoin. Quan-Lin Li et al. [17] described an entire blockchain, specifically mining operations only, using a single queue; the transactions in queue were assumed for the block generation process and transactions in service were assumed for the block building process. Yoshiaki Kawase [18] provided a study on Queuing theory to represent transaction confirmation times for Bitcoin. Some work was also done on game theory by Bisias et al. [19], Lewenberg et al. [20] and Houy et al. [21].

In this paper, we have done the simulation modeling of a blockchain system using queuing theory. The proposed model can be used to observe the realistic behaviors of both a memory and a mining pool for any blockchain System. In contrast to previous work, our process is enhanced in several ways; it provides the simplified simulation to model both the memory pool using M/M/1 and the mining pool using the M/M/c queue, and provides more detailed observations of both. Using the proposed model, we present observations for important indices such as the number of transactions per block, the mining time of each block, the number of transactions per second, memory pool count, waiting time in the memory pool, the number of unconfirmed transactions in the whole system, the total number of transactions, and the number of generated blocks.

The proposed model for our blockchain was first used to obtain ideal statistics in Bitcoin simulations. And then, it was used to validate the data from real-time blockchain applications of Bitcoin and Ethereum. The statistics from the proposed model are compared with actual stats, and it was found that the proposed model was able to estimate real-time scenarios with only minor errors.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 covers the backgrounds of Bitcoin, Ethereum and their underlying blockchain technologies. Section 3 is about the proposed reference model; Section 4 presents the details of the simulation setup for the memory pool and mining process using the queuing theory model in JMT, JSIMgraph, and presents the obtained results. Section 5 validates our model by simulating 60 days of actual statistics for both Bitcoin and Ethereum, and compares the obtained results with actual stats; Section 6 provides the proposed simulation model for multiple types of implementations of blockchains. A conclusion is presented in Section 7.

2. Preliminaries

To understand blockchains, we set Bitcoin as our reference in this section. Bitcoin is a P2P electronic cash system, the core technology behind which is the blockchain. Bitcoin discourages the involvement of third parties (e.g. banks) by spreading multiple copies of transaction blocks among the peers of the network [1]. Each participant in the blockchain network maintains his/her own data store to keep the transactions, known as a distributed ledger [19]. As in P2P networks, all peers are equal, i.e., every node in the network is able to provide and consume services. Similarly, in the Bitcoin P2P network, transactions can be initiated by anyone in network and are disseminated in unstructured
decentralized networks for services, where anyone else can serve as a miner [1]. Currently, Bitcoin possesses the maximum market share in cryptocurrencies, i.e., 52.5% [16].

In Bitcoin, the transactions are recorded with a cryptographic signature by the sender, and are broadcast to the network. The initiated transaction remains unconfirmed in a temporary placeholder at the nodes of the network known as a memory-pool [22]. Once the pool reaches a certain size or a specified time to create a block, anybody in the network can pick those transactions and combine them to create a new block; the block is then signed using Merkle root, which contains information about all the transactions in it [1]. The new block is then tested for validity by solving a time-consuming mathematical puzzle to find the correct nonce by a miner; a valid block containing valid transactions is then added to a local blockchain, and further distributed in the network with the same puzzle and the discovered nonce which was used to solve the puzzle, as the miner’s Proof-of-Work [1,23].

The received nodes verify whether the newly-mined block is valid. If so, it is added to their local blockchain and forwarded to further networks leading to its ultimate propagation across the entire network. The miner who discovered the nonce for a block will receive the reward of a fresh release of Bitcoins [20], [24]. Figure 1, shows the complete process of mining a new block of transactions and appending it to the blockchain.

![Figure 1. Transactions in Bitcoin Network.](image)

Every single block is a data packet with a header and a payload. The header contains metadata: block id, hash of the block, hash of previous block and the timestamp. The payload section contains only transactions. A blockchain is an immutable ledger of transactions; multiple copies of all transactions are recorded as a ledger and are distributed over the peer nodes in the network known as the ‘distributed ledger’. No master or lead copy of the distributed ledger exists to alter the blocks once they have been added [25,26]. In this ledger, the blocks are linked to their preceding block by using the hash of a previous block. This chain of linking to previous blocks goes up to the Genesis (first block) block mined by Satoshi Nakamoto on January 3, 2009 [27].

Symbolically, blockchains can be considered as an ordered pair of \((G, B)\); where \(G\) represents the Genesis block and \(B\) is the main chain of blocks:

\[
B = [b_1, b_2, b_3 \ldots b_{n-1}, b_n]
\]

The addition of a new block \(b_n\) requires the verification of its true relationship with the previous block \(b_{n-1}\); once the block is verified, it is appended on to the chain. In Bitcoin, new blocks are generated at a frequency of every 10 minutes [1]. To break the integrity of the blockchain by amending \(b_{n-m}\) is mathematically a very difficult task, which requires a massive amount of computation power.
compared even to that required in mining process [1]. Each transaction’s arrival and the addition of newly-mined blocks in the blockchain is a 5-Step process, as shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. New Block Addition Process Flow.](image)

### 2.1. Arrival of New Transactions

All nodes in the network can initiate transactions to transfer the digital assets to the available peers in network [28]. The arrival of new transactions is an independent factor, and it varies day to day; in Bitcoin, the number of transactions varies from 200,000 to 350,000 per day.

### 2.2. Memory Pool

The memory pool is a temporary placeholder or shared space which is available to the entire network for the accumulation of transactions, where they wait for to be picked by miners for mining [29]. The waiting transactions in the pool are termed Unconfirmed Transactions. In the case of Bitcoin, after every 10 minutes, the miner chooses a limited number of transactions of an accumulated size of 1 MB to form a block for mining [30]. Once a block is mined, those transactions no longer remain unconfirmed, but become the part of a block in blockchain [28]. At the time of writing, in the Bitcoin network, there are 5000+ unconfirmed transactions (https://www.blockchain.com). This memory pool size is very dynamic and is constantly growing or shrinking according to the number of incoming unconfirmed and leaving confirmed transactions.

### 2.3. Block Generation

Because of expensive computational resources in the past, jobs were kept on hold for processing operations to be performed in batches. Similarly, in blockchain systems, transactions are kept on hold until a particular time and size are reached for two reasons: one, the mining process is expensive, and two, the propagation of the already mined block in the network [31]. Once the time and size are met, miners are allowed to form a batch. In blockchain systems, a batch is known as a block. A single block varies in the number of transactions; in Bitcoin, the number of transactions per block is in between 1000 and 25001.

### 2.4. Mining Process

The mining of blockchains is a process to find one correct target value by iterating through billions of values, known as ‘nonce’ [32]. The network nodes with mining capabilities start finding a target value by iterating and incrementing the nonce in every loop. This process is complex and requires huge computational power to find the correct nonce. Finding the correct nonce can be represented as:

\[
\text{Hash} \ (\text{BlockHeader} \cup \text{nonce}) \leq D
\]

where \(\text{Hash}\) is a cryptographic hash function (such as SHA256), Blockheader is the new set of transactions requiring appending over the ledger as a new block, \(\cup\) is the concatenation operation, and \(D\) is the global parameter which determines the puzzle.

Once nonce is discovered, the new block is appended into the local blockchain of the miner him/herself, while the blocks’ metadata and discovered nonce as a Proof-of-Work are broadcasted to other peers in the network for validation and updating of their local copy of the distributed ledger of the blockchain [23]. The outcome of this mining process is two-fold; first, it introduces new cryptocurrency coins into the economy in the form of rewards for miners; and second, it makes the crypto payment
system strong, trustworthy and secure thanks to powerful computers. The time taken by miner(s) to
mine a block is 600 seconds, theoretically, and in a day, there can be 144 blocks mined all over the
Bitcoin network [1]. However, the actual number of blocks generated every day, and the average time
taken by a block is volatile because of the addition of new mining power every day, which can be
calculated as:

\[ B_n = \frac{T}{B_t} \]

To maintain the time interval between the blocks mined by miners, there is a difficulty level of the
mathematical puzzle, which is regulated according to available mining resources. The difficulty level
of the mathematical puzzle is adjustable, and the Bitcoin software keeps track of newly-generated
blocks for two weeks or 2016 blocks, as hardcoded (https://github.com/trottier/original-bitcoin) in
the Bitcoin system, \((144 \times 14 = 2016)\) to determine the difficulty level [19,33]

\[ \text{Target}_{\text{new}} = \text{Target}_{\text{old}} \cdot \frac{t}{2016 \times 600} \]

where \(t\) is the total time spent in the mining process for the previous 2016 blocks.

If the block generation frequency is more than 2016 in two weeks, the difficulty level of
mathematical puzzles increases. Currently, the inclusion of Graphical Processing Units (GPUs) and
Application Specific Integrated Circuits (ASIC) miners has increased the difficulty level of mathematical
puzzles such that a normal computer would take more than a year to solve the puzzle of finding nonce
for a single block [34].

Bitcoin mining is thus a race between miners; the faster one will receive the reward, while
the others will go empty-handed [35]. Thus, the miner with more hash power has the ability
to solve the proof-of-work more quickly than anyone else. This tends to bring the miners into
groups known as Mining-Pools; these groupings increase the likelihood of winning the freshly mined
Bitcoins [36]. A mining pool is a network of miners; Mining Network = \([A, B, C, D, E]\) where
\(A = [a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4 \ldots a_n]\) is a set of miners forming a group.

The reward is a way of releasing new Bitcoins into the economy and offering compensation for
the miners’ efforts. Initially, the reward for mining a block was 50 Bitcoins. By rule, this reward
is halved every 4 years or every 210,000 Blocks (another hardcoded rule in the Bitcoin software)².
There have been 2 halvings until now; in 2013, the Block reward was 25 Bitcoins, and in 2016 it became
12.5 Bitcoins.

2.5. New Block to Blockchain

Once the block is mined by a miner, it is appended to their local blockchain and broadcasted to
the network with the same puzzle and the discovered nonce as its PoW. Everyone else in network
will now no longer attempt to resolve that block; instead, they will verify the block by solving the
puzzle with the provided nonce. If it is valid, then they will also add the block to their local blockchain.
This process is known as ‘Consensus’, where all or the majority of nodes reach an agreement to add
the new block to their blockchain [37,38].

2.6. Ethereum

Ethereum is the most well-known blockchain platform after Bitcoin, with a digital currency
named ‘Ether’ [39]. The cryptocurrency Ether is used for the execution of smart contracts between
unknown parties for transactions. The basic technology of Ethereum uses a blockchain, but it is
more versatile in nature [40,41]. The smart contract in Ethereum provides a service of trust between
unknown parties. And the applications using Ethereum’s smart contract vary from a smart voting system,
domain name registration, contracts and agreements, real-estate property dealing, and the distributed
autonomous organizations [39,42]. Ethereum is different to Bitcoin in several ways; unlike Bitcoin it
calculates computation and storage using a gas metric; the gas has a limit for the network, which can be
consumed by peers in the network. By putting the limitation on the network in terms of gas usage, it protects against overloading. Also, the Block generation frequency in Ethereum occurs very often [9,38,43]. The gas limit and block generation frequency are discussed in detail later in Section 4.

2.7. Queuing Theory

Queuing Theory is a mathematical method for analyzing different type of systems and observing their behavior related to system performance and the quality of service. It ranges from the analysis of service chains to arbitrary complex queues of huge network systems. It is usually used to analyze the probability distribution in a continuous-state space [44,45]. Several models of queuing systems are represented by Kendall’s notation to classify system types and their queuing events. All types of representations are described using three factors, i.e., A/S/c, where A is the arrival, S is the size of the job and c is the number of serving stations [46]. Popular alternative notations are M/M/c, and in rest of the paper, we will be using this nomenclature. In this article, we focus on two variations of queue types and a pair of Fork-Join stations in concatenation for our proposed model M/M/1 and M/M/c.

The model M/M/1 is used to model the memory pool of the blockchain. In this model, the arrivals are Poisson-Distributed and the service time is exponentially distributed, while the number of serving stations is only one. The mining pool is modeled with the M/M/c model; in this model, the number of servers is more than one. In real scenarios, the miners work in a huge network group to solve a single block puzzle. Similarly, in our model, there are multiple miners in the system to solve a single block of Transactions.

Fork-Join are two stations like queues which are used to achieve fast processing and minimize service time; in many cases, the system workload is abstracted as jobs, and is split into several manageable tasks. All tasks are synchronized and forwarded for parallel processing (possibly by heterogeneous servers) and are joined again as a job after the completion of all the related tasks [47]. In parallel processing, this concept is also known as ‘threads’.

Typically, c dimensional Fork-Join stations are part of queuing system that is operated by c number of parallel servers; the servers are synchronized for the flow of the arrival and departure of tasks from the queue. A customer arrives in the system in batches of size J of no larger than the number of servers J ≤ c. In fork primitives, the J number of customers is immediately assigned to the c number of Servers for parallel processing. After J number of customers involved in a batch completes the service, the batch is immediately formed at a Join station. The Join station is synchronized with a Fork station and possesses a temporary memory buffer of infinite capacity, where the serviced customers wait for reunion with customers whose service has not yet been completed [48].

Fork-Join queues are studied in the field modeling of disk arrays, parallel processing and distributed systems [49]. For more information on the analytical modeling of For-Join queues, please refer to Gelenbe’s book [50] and Cheehe Kim And Ashok K. Aguwala’s article for an analysis of fork-join queue [51]. An analysis of the queues used in the paper, i.e., M/M1 and M/M/c, is given in Lazowska Edward et al.’s book [52].

3. Proposed Model

As depicted in Figure 3, we segregated a blockchain network into two types of pools: one type of nodes deal with unconfirmed transactions in the Memory-pool, where transactions generated by various users are accumulated to be sent to miners. The second is the network of Mining nodes (Mining-pool); these peers of networks select the transactions from the memory pool to generate the block and start mining them. At any given time, there can be only one block in the mining pool. However, inside the mining pool, a mining job can be divided into numerous multiple tasks or threads for parallel processing in by several mining nodes on the network. But all of those jobs should be part of the same block, once the job to mine a block is accomplished; all parts are combined again at the joining station and are dispatched to the rest of the network.
Figure 3. Blockchain Network segregated into two types of pools.

Figure 4 shows the proposed model of our blockchain System; we consider a memory pool as a single queue with a single server, and a mining pool with multiple numbers of servers or miners, typically a few more than the size of a block. However, a real blockchain network is composed of hundreds of millions of users and miners, and the proposed model can also be scaled up for that purpose. But for simplicity, we chose the simplest model to discuss here. The memory pool is configured using an M/M/1, and the mining pool with an M/M/c, queue. The Mining-pool is placed between the set of Fork and Join Stations. The fork is used for two purposes; the first is to accumulate the transactions to manage the specified block size and time, and the second is to generate the threads to be mined by multiple miners in parallel. The capacity of a fork is limited to one block size, once the required number of transactions is reached. Each transaction is converted into one thread (however, there could be many threads for one transaction) and passed to a mining pool where a number of miners from the pool can receive the threads to perform the mining operation on all threads simultaneously. After completion of mining, all transactions are forwarded to join station where all threads of the block are accumulated to form a block which is then forwarded to the network.

To achieve the ideal time interval between blocks, the mining-pool is configured with a service time equivalent to 600 seconds for the mining of each block. For example, if there are 2000 transactions in a block, the required mining time is 600s and the number of mining nodes in the mining pool is 2100; then, service time for a mining node can be calculated as: \( \frac{2100}{600} = 0.0015873 \).

The fork station doesn’t receive new jobs if it has already reached its maximum capacity. As the fork station is configured with a finite capacity for the size of a block, excess transactions can be dropped, and in a Blockchain network, a packet or transaction cannot be lost due to the broadcasting of the incoming transactions to multiple nodes of the peer-to-peer network. To overcome the drop issue in our model, we used the Block After Service (BAS) rule at the fork station so that if the number of transactions has already reached to the size of a block, the memory-pool will be unable to send further transactions; instead, those transactions are accumulated in the memory-pool.
In our proposed model, we used a first-come-first-serve (FCFS) queuing policy to model all the stations including the Memory-pool, Fork, and Mining-pool. However, the queuing policy can be modified for the specific type of simulation. The arrival of transactions follows Poisson-Distribution, and after the mining and joining of transactions, the transaction block leaves the system.

4. Simulation Setup and Results

We simulated our proposed model in Java Modeling Tools (JMT, Politecnico di Milano, 1.0.3, Milano, Italy), a suite of open-source toolkits. It is a discrete event simulator for performance evaluations; the suite includes tools for general-purpose queuing and Petri net simulations, bottleneck identification, workload characterization, and Markov chain models. It also provides features like fork-join, finite capacity region and several types of distributions for the arrival and service at any station. In addition to this, it has a whatif analysis option to iterate scenarios for multiple numbers of times by varying the arrival or service rates [53].

The simulation of the proposed model consists of a small-sized Blockchain System, as discussed in an earlier section. Figure 5 shows the simulation setup in JSImgrah. The proposed model consists of a source station named ‘Transactions’, two queuing stations, M/M/1 named ‘Mempool’ and M/M/c named ‘Mining pool’, one set of fork-join stations named ‘Block-Generation’ and ‘Join’, and finally, a sink station named ‘Dispatch Blocks’.

4.1. Calculation of Simulation Parameters

Three different simulation experiments were performed on our proposed model; the first is with the syntactically ideal statistics of Bitcoin for one-day, while the other two simulations were performed for Bitcoin and Ethereum’s actual stats, obtained from reliable explorers for 60 days of transactions (For Bitcoin www.blockchain.com; For Ethereum www.etherscan.io; and www.etherchain.org). However, where required, the parameters are calculated using the formulas discussed in this section.

At the time of writing, in Bitcoin, the average number of transactions per block is 2002, the average number of confirmed transactions per second is 3.056, and the average number of blocks per day is 1333. However, the average size of a transaction can be calculated by the Blockchain Size/Total number of Transactions, which increased from 308 to 560 bytes from 2011 to 2018 [www.blockchain.com]. Furthermore, keeping the limitations of Bitcoin under consideration as hard coded in Satoshi’s Blockchain for Bitcoin:

- Block size should not exceed 1 Megabyte
- Block Generation and Mining time should be 600 seconds (10 minutes)

We took generous numbers for simulation purposes. We considered that one transaction of 500 bytes in size and 1 Megabyte is equal to 1048576 bytes; thus, 1048576 ÷ 500 ≈ 2100 transactions per block, therefore 2100 ÷ 600 = 3.5 is the average number of confirmed transactions per second, and a
total of 144 blocks are mined with \(2100 \times 144 = 302400\) being the total number of transactions per day. The number of blocks, \(\beta_n\), can be calculated using:

\[
\beta_n = \frac{T}{\beta_t}
\]

where \(T\) is the total time and \(\beta_t\) is block-mining time. For simulating a single day, \(T\) is 86400 seconds, and ideally, \(\beta_t\) is 600 seconds. The average number of transactions per block \(\beta_{Tx}\) can be calculated as:

\[
\beta_{Tx} = \frac{T_{x_{day}}}{\beta_n}
\]

where \(T_{x_{day}}\) is the number of Transaction per day, which can be calculated by:

\[
T_{x_{day}} = \frac{T_x}{\text{sec}} \times T
\]

The arrival rate \(\lambda(s)\) can be calculated as:

\[
\lambda(s) = \frac{T_{x_{day}} + U_{day}}{T}
\]

where \(U_{day}\) is the number of unconfirmed transactions at the end of each day:

\[
U_{day} = \text{Count}_{\text{memorypool}} + \text{Count}_{\text{miningpool}} - U_{day-1}
\]

And the mean mining time \(\mu(s)\) is calculated as:

\[
\mu(s) = \frac{\beta_{Tx} \div 600}{m}
\]

where, \(m\) is number of miners in the mining pool.

Table 1 shows the simulation parameters of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency. We set the number of incoming transactions to be a little higher than the mining capacity to observe the unconfirmed transactions in the memory pool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stations</th>
<th>Parameters Description</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Transaction Arrival rate</td>
<td>3.55 ((\lambda(s)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Pool</td>
<td>Number of Transactions dispatched from Mempool</td>
<td>0.2856 (1/(\mu(s)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>FCFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Queue Capacity</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fork/Join</td>
<td>Number of Jobs</td>
<td>2100 (Tx/Block)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Tasks (block)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>FCFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finite Capacity</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drop Rule</td>
<td>BAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining Pool</td>
<td>Mining Rate</td>
<td>0.0016 (1/(\mu(s)))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Miners</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>FCFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Queue Capacity</td>
<td>2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drop Rule</td>
<td>BAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Parameters</td>
<td>Number of Total Transactions</td>
<td>306720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>86400s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2. Results

The aim of this study is to first time provide a simulation model to study the behavior of a blockchain system using queuing theory. The proposed model is applicable to small and large-scale systems, and also for the short- and long-term modeling of any such system. In this section, we present the short-term simulation results of the Bitcoin Cryptocurrency for one-day. The results are given in Figure 6a–f, summarizing the observation during one-day transactions with the Bitcoin cryptocurrency. The simulation was performed with the parameters mentioned in Table 1. The important indices, which are being considered by Bitcoin explorer3 to evaluate day-to-day transactions, are obtained from the proposed simulation model. The performance metrics shown in Figure 6 are: (a) Number of Transactions per block (b) Mining Time of Each Block (c) Number of Transactions per Second (d) Memorypool count (e) Waiting Time in Memorypool (f) Number of Unconfirmed Transactions in the Whole System.

![Figure 6. Simulation of one-day ideal statistics of Bitcoin in Proposed Model. (a) Number of Transactions per block; (b) Mining Time of Each Block; (c) Average Number of Transactions Per second; (d) Memorypool count; (e) Waiting Time in Memorypool; (f) Number of Unconfirmed Transactions in the Whole System.](image)

4.2.1. Number of Transactions Per Block

In the ideal theoretical assumptions of Bitcoin, the number of transactions per block should not exceed the size limit of 1 MB, and as discussed in Section 4, we assumed that there are 2100 Tx/blocks. However, the trend in Figure 6a shows starting first block with 1400 transactions and then increasing, at a point the system becomes stable and provides 2100 for the remainder of the generated blocks.

4.2.2. Mining Time of Each Block

Refer to Section 4.1 for the hardcoded rules of a blockchain that stipulate that, ideally, a block should take around 10 minutes (or 600s) to be discovered by a miner. However, this time restriction cannot be exactly observed in real situations; there are always variations in mining times, and one block is different to another in terms of its difficulty of mining. In this graph, we can see that the time...
to mine a block varies from block to block, which is very realistic. The fluctuation of mining times was between 587s and 609s, and the average mining time of the whole day was 600s/block.

4.2.3. Number of Transactions Per Second

The number of confirmed transactions per second per block, or the system throughput, is the most criticized parameter of Bitcoin when it comes to comparing it with Visa and other payment systems [54,55]. This graph shows the average number of confirmed transactions per second per block, which means the time that it took for a transaction to be successfully mined.

4.2.4. Mempool Count

We assumed that the number of arrivals to the system is a little more than those serviced at the mining station. For example, if the number of transactions arriving at the system is 3.55/s and the total mining capacity is 3.5, then at some point, the transactions will start accumulating in the Mempool. This affects the Bitcoin system, and the number of accumulated unconfirmed transactions can be observed to increase throughout the day.

4.2.5. Waiting Time in Mempool

Each transaction arriving in the Bitcoin system has to wait some time before being selected by any miner. And as the memory count grows, the wait time for transactions to be selected by a miner also increases. This trend is reflected in both the memory pool count and the memory pool wait time. As long as the count keeps increasing, the waiting time for a newly-arrived transaction in the system will also grow.

4.2.6. Number of Unconfirmed Transactions in the Whole System

The arrival of transactions per day is unpredictable; at a given time, there could be a large number of transactions entering the system, while in the next moment, the number of arrivals may be lower than usual. Thus, incoming transaction requests from the users are not fixed, and the processing time and system capacity have several constraints, forcing the system to behave in a particular and prescribed way, i.e., the processing of system is load-independent. In our simulation, the number of arrivals was set to be a little higher than necessary, i.e., from the waiting ones in the Mempool count, while those are not the only transactions present in the system at a given time.

The Bitcoin mining process never goes into an idle state; so we can say that at any given time, there are a certain number of transactions accumulated at the fork, and some are waiting for reunion at the join stations to complete a block. The transactions inside the mining station and Mempool all together correspond to the number of unconfirmed transactions in the whole system. This performance index is not usually discussed in Bitcoin stats, but it is one of the most important factors which should also be considered in the evaluation of any system.

5. Validation of Proposed Model

Due to the unavailability of benchmarking for Blockchain [56,57], we took 60 days of actual statistics from the two most popular currencies, Bitcoin and Ethereum, to validate our proposed model. The actual states of both are basically the status of transactions occurring in their systems every day. As discussed in Section 2, unlike Bitcoin, Ethereum’s computation and storage uses a gas metric, and the network limits that can be consumed by its users, by putting the limitation on the network in terms of gas usage, is actually a protection mechanism against overloading. Generally, during normal times of the day, the size of Ethereum is around 1500,000 gases, and its basic complexity is 21000 gases. Thus, $1500,000 \div 21000 = 71.428$ transactions could fit into a block. In data size it is also different than Bitcoin; 1 block of Ethereum has a size less than 2KB; also, Ethereum is account based instead of transaction based. We took two different implementations of blockchains to validate our model’s flexibility, with promising results.
In this validation process, we took 60 days of actual stats, from the period from 26 October 2018 to 24 December 2018, from reliable explorers of both currencies. For Bitcoin, we used www.blockchain.com, and for Ethereum the collected data was from two resources: www.etherscan.io and www.etherchain.org. Table 2 shows the average of the collected parameters for the 60 days.

Table 2. Actual statistics of Bitcoin and Ethereum for past 60 days.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Tx/day</th>
<th>Mempool Count</th>
<th>Tx/block</th>
<th>Mine Time</th>
<th>Confirmed Tx/Sec</th>
<th>No. of Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bitcoin (60-Day Average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264197.016</td>
<td>5641</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>626.139</td>
<td>3.057</td>
<td>133.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethereum (60-Day Average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>557478.783</td>
<td>66523.5*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>14.096</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>6055.233</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all Bitcoin’s required parameter, data is easily available, while for the Ethereum, $\beta_{tx}$ and $C_{tx}$ and the Memory pool count is an average of 4 days (20 December to 24 December) only. Also, the average values of collected data for Bitcoin are not in equilibrium; as such, we needed to modify the parameters, so we adjusted $C_{tx}, Tx_{day}$ and $\beta_n$. Table 3 shows the modified parameters for the simulation:

Table 3. Parameters Considered for the Simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of Tx/day</th>
<th>Mempool Count</th>
<th>Tx/block</th>
<th>Mine Time</th>
<th>Confirmed Tx/Sec</th>
<th>No. of Blocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bitcoin (60-Day Average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>275247</td>
<td>5641</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>626.139</td>
<td>3.1857</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethereum (60-Day Average)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>570274.56</td>
<td>66523.5</td>
<td>93.03</td>
<td>14.096</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>6129.398</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Shows the input parameters and their respective values; the simulation setup is executed 60 times with varying service rates in all iterations of the WhatIf analysis.

Table 4. Input Parameters for Simulation of Bitcoin and Ethereum.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stations</th>
<th>Parameters Description</th>
<th>Bitcoin</th>
<th>Ethereum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source</td>
<td>Transaction Arrival rate</td>
<td>3.432 (\lambda(s))</td>
<td>6.57 (\lambda(s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory Pool</td>
<td>Transactions dispatched from Mempool Policy Queue Capacity</td>
<td>0.2941</td>
<td>0.1503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FCFS</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
<td>$\infty$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fork</td>
<td>Number of Jobs</td>
<td>2003 (Tx/Block)</td>
<td>93 (Tx/Block)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Tasks (Block)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>FCFS</td>
<td>FCFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Finite Capacity</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drop Rule</td>
<td>BAS</td>
<td>BAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining Pool Queue</td>
<td>Mining Rate</td>
<td>0.001546 to 0.001650 (1/\mu(s))</td>
<td>0.07137 to 0.07082 (1/\mu(s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Miners</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>FCFS</td>
<td>FCFS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Queue Capacity</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drop Rule</td>
<td>BAS</td>
<td>BAS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution Parameters</td>
<td>Number of Total Transactions</td>
<td>275247</td>
<td>570274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial Mempool Transactions</td>
<td>5641</td>
<td>66523</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Initial Transactions in Fork</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Simulation Time</td>
<td>86400s</td>
<td>86400s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Repetition Seeds (days)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results

The blockchain systems Bitcoin and Ethereum were simulated using the proposed model for validation purposes. Figures 7 and 8 shows the results of our simulation for both currencies. The graphs in the figures depict (a) the Number of Transactions per block, (b) the Mining Time of Each Block, (c) the Number of Transactions Per Second, (d) the Memorypool count, (e) the Waiting Time in the Memorypool, as discussed in the previous section. However, additionally, two more parameters, i.e., (f) Total Number of Transactions, and (g) Average Number of Blocks, were also computed. The total number of transactions is the number of overall confirmed transactions each day, and the average number of blocks is the number of blocks mined each day. Figure 7a–g shows the Bitcoin simulation for 60 days, and Figure 8a–g shows the simulation of Ethereum for 60 days.

![Figure 7. Simulation of Sixty days of actual statistics for Bitcoin with the Proposed Model (a) Number of Transactions per block (b) Mining Time of Each Block (c) Average number of Transactions Per Second (d) Memorypool count (e) Waiting Time in Memorypool (f) Number of Unconfirmed Transactions in the Whole System (g) Total Number of Transactions (h) Average Number of Blocks.](image-url)

The conducted simulation has service time as a variable in each iteration for both Bitcoin and Ethereum; it can be assumed that every day, the service rate of miners varies a little; for example, in the case of Bitcoin, day one had a service rate of 0.001536, day two of 0.001537, day three of 0.0015397, up to 0.00165016 on the 60th day of the simulation. The effect of this can be seen in the variation of the number of transactions, number of transactions per second, mining time and number of generated blocks, shown in Figure 7b,c,f,g,h. With the increase in the number of transactions, the number of blocks generated every day also increased, as did the throughput or transactions per second, while the mining time decreased. Similarly, with the increase in the number of incoming transactions, the number of accumulated elements in the memory pool also increased, as shown in Figure 7d, because the incoming transactions were higher in number than the number that could be processed. Thus, if the incoming transactions accumulates in the memory pool, the average wait time for transactions in the Mempool also increase every day. As discussed earlier, the number of unconfirmed transactions shown in Figure 7f is higher than the Mempool count shown in Figure 7d, because the number of
transactions in the Mempool in not only unconfirmed in the system, but the transactions including fork, Mining-pool and join stations all together are the number of unconfirmed transactions.
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**Figure 8.** Simulation of Sixty days of actual statistics of Ethereum with the Proposed Model (a) Number of Transactions per block; (b) Mining Time of Each Block; (c) Average number of Transactions Per Second; (d) Memorypool count; (e) Waiting Time in Memorypool; (f) Number of Unconfirmed Transactions in Whole System; (g) Total Number of Transactions; (h) Average Number of Blocks.

Furthermore, it should be noted that the simulation has some limitations in dealing with the number of transactions in a block. As shown in Figure 7a, it was 2003 for all days; however, in actual scenarios, this varies. But due to the fixed size of the fork, the number of transactions was 2003 throughout the simulation. However, in Figure 6a this parameter exhibited different behavior. The reason for this was that the simulation of an ideal scenario had no remaining transactions in the Mempool from the previous day, i.e., it started from zero, while the simulation we ran for actual statistics had some initial values for the parameters fork and Mempool, as given in Table 4. Thus, when the simulation started, a number of transactions had already accumulated inside the Mempool and fork, from which the fork accumulation was instantly dispatched as a batch for Mining-pool without any delay.

With the set of new parameter values shown in Table 4, Figure 8a–h shows the simulation for Ethereum. There is a huge difference in the parameters of Bitcoin and Ethereum. In Ethereum, the number of transactions every day is twice that of Bitcoin, the number of transactions per block is very few, and the block generation frequency is higher; and the average number of accumulated transactions in the Mempool was ten times that of Bitcoin during the selected days. The definition of simulation indices for Ethereum should be assumed to be that discussed earlier for Bitcoin.

For further validation of our proposed model, Table 5 shows a comparison of the simulation results and actual values. As the simulation was performed on average values for 60 days of transactions in Bitcoin and Ethereum, a comparison was also drawn for the averages. The achieved results are in good agreement with actual values; and the error percentage was less than 1% for all parameters. The Percent Error is calculated as the absolute difference of simulated and actual values divided by
the actual values and multiplied by 100. Values being marked with Not Available (N/A) for actual statistics in the case of Memory-pool Wait and Total Number of Unconfirmed Transactions results from these values not being provided by any explorer; thus, the comparison of errors of those is not applicable here. And the number of transactions per block is fixed in our proposed model due to the use of a fork for fixed size of batch generation. Thus the obtained result from the simulation is also fixed with zero percent error.

### Table 5. Comparison of Actual vs. Simulated Results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters (Average)</th>
<th>Bitcoin</th>
<th>Ethereum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Actual</td>
<td>Simulated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx Per block (β\text{Tx})</td>
<td>2003</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mining Time (βt)</td>
<td>626.139</td>
<td>627.232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tx/Sec (tx)</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>3.193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mempool Count (U)</td>
<td>6847.441</td>
<td>6849.174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mempool Wait (Mempw)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2257.7936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unconfirmed Tx in System (U\text{day})</td>
<td>275247</td>
<td>275876.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Number of Tx/day (tx\text{day})</td>
<td>137.4</td>
<td>137.731</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the Mempool count for Ethereum has a 1.478% level of error; the reason for this is that the actual data for the Mempool count during those 60 days of transactions were not available, so we assumed only a 4-day average to perform the simulation for the period of the sixty days. Thus, the difference in actual and simulated data is inevitable. It is also worth noting that the same parameter, Mempool count for Bitcoin, is in very good agreement with actual stats.

### 6. Applications of Proposed Model

A blockchain is a ledger of entries replicated over the nodes of entire network; it has the ability to create variety of applications on top of its distributed architecture. Ethereum unveiled the blockchain’s potential by introducing smart contracts, which are there to establish a bond (in the literal sense, i.e., an unbreakable chain) between unknown parties for a specified purpose. The contracts have discouraged the need for third party involvement and provided the foundation for the new generation of online applications [58].

In this paper, the proposed model is queuing theory-based, which is one of the most popular system performance evaluation and optimization tools for performing simulations of distributed and parallel systems. The proposed model can be used to represent for variety of blockchain applications. We divided the applications of our model into two broad categories, i.e., cryptocurrencies, and the new generation of applications over Internet, where a new generation of applications includes Smart Voting systems, the Banking and Finance Industry, enhanced transparency of supply chains, smart healthcare systems, and many IoT applications.

#### 6.1. Cryptocurrencies

As exemplified in this paper, a number of performance indices can be calculated for the optimization of existing cryptocurrencies, also forecasting the mining capacity, rewards received for the mining power one has, and performing comparisons of diverse type of currencies. It will be possible to estimate the power utilization and required mining power using the proposed model.

#### 6.2. New Generation of Applications over Internet

A wide range of applications can be simulated to reveal system behavior, such as, the latency involved in information retrieval, waiting time, queue time, processing time, throughput, power utilization, and response time.
7. Conclusion

Blockchains remain relatively unexplored for theoretical modeling; in this paper, we propose a model to simulate a blockchain using queuing theory. The proposed model is constructed by using one M/M/1 queue as a Memory Pool, a set of fork-join for batch generation, and an M/M/c queue as a Mining pool. The proposed model is a simple yet powerful means to reveal many important indices such as (a) the Number of Transactions per block (b) the Mining Time of Each Block (c) System Throughput/Transactions per second (d) Memory-pool count (e) Waiting Time in Memory-pool (f) Number of Unconfirmed Transactions in Whole System (g) Total Number of Transactions and (h) Number generated of Blocks. First, the proposed model was used to evaluate ideal statistics of a single day’s transactions in Bitcoin. And then the model was used to simulate 2 months of actual statistics of Bitcoin and Ethereum for validation. The obtained results are in good agreement, with a minor error percentage. Although, the proposed model is used to evaluate cryptocurrencies in this paper, it is still able to simulate a variety of blockchain-based systems for performance evaluations and optimization.
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